The Case of the Missing Arrows
The Case of the Missing Arrows

Cupid is known to fly around sharing love wherever he goes. On February 14th, the day of friendship and love, Cupid went to his quiver and discovered that all of his arrows were missing! He frantically checked all around his humble cherub abode and couldn’t find them anywhere. He knew that he didn’t have much time. He had to get his arrows back before the clock struck midnight.

Cupid sat down on a cloud to think about where he might have misplaced his arrows. There were three places he visited before flying home the day before. At these three places, there were three suspects that might have taken his arrows. Before pointing any fingers, Cupid checked where he last was: the park, zoo and grocery store. No arrows, someone must have taken them!

Assignment: Draw 3 suspects (1 for each location Cupid traveled). Then finish the rest of this story. Who took the arrows?

SUSPECT 1: PARK
SUSPECT 2: ZOO
SUSPECT 3: GROCERY